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QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE COMMITTEE (QPC) MINUTES

19
th

October 2017

Room 3, Chertsey House St Peter’s Hospital

11.00 - 13.00 hr

CHAIR: Professor Hilary McCallion Non-Executive Director
MEMBERS PRESENT: Suzanne Rankin (SR) Chief Executive

Professor Mike Baxter (MB) Non-Executive Director
Dr David Fluck (DF) Medical Director
Sue Tranka (ST) Chief Nurse
Tom Smerdon (TS) Chief Operating Officer
Terry Price (TP) Non-Executive Director
Chris Ketley (CK) Non-Executive Director
Louise McKenzie (LM) Director of Workforce Transformation
Dr Jonathan Robin (JRO) Divisional Director Medicine and

Emergency Services
Marty Williams (MW) Head of Patient Safety, Claims and

Coroners
IN ATTENDANCE:

SECRETARY: Dr Erica Heppleston (EH) Associate Director of Quality
Kate Flynn (Minutes) (KF) Risk and Incidents Co-ordinator

APOLOGIES:
James Thomas (JT) Chief Operating Officer – Planned Care
Dr Melanie Irvin-Sellers Divisional Director Medicine and

Emergency Services
Mr John Hadley (JH) Divisional Director, Theatres,

Anaesthetics and Critical Care

ITEM Action

133/2017 Apologies for Absence

These are noted above.

134/2017 Minutes of the September 2017 meeting

Action: Future agendas to include implementing the Learning from Deaths

programme and mortality reviews to be a standing agenda item.

Action: The examination of the 2016 mortality spike should take into account

the previous months as well including any changes that took place. Run

charts to be included.

Action: Action Log (Matters Arising) needs to include the omitted Terms of

Reference review.

Action: The Quality Report and the SIRI Board reports are to be refreshed.

Action: The Quality Report to the public Board of Directors should be

presented at QPC first.

Actioned

RW

Actioned

EH

EH
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Action: Divisions to risk assess out of date actions which is to be minuted.

Then historical cases can be closed.

Action: Feedback on prior minutes should be sent to ST.

Action: July minutes cannot go to Open Board until approved.

Action: ST to edit the September minutes before these go to Board.

Divisions

All

HM

Actioned

135/2017 Matters arising – going forwarded to the action log

Action: September meeting actions must go onto the log.

Action: Action log to be updated, more dynamic, and assured as complete by

DF/SR/ST.

Action: HM is to share learning presentation on quality and performance sub

committees with other members of the Committee.

Actioned

DF/SR/ST

HM

136/2017 Divisional Directors’ Quality Updates

Medicine and Emergency Services - JR

MES risk register (RR) is refreshed and incident closing is on track.

Action: Once mitigations are reviewed a possible amnesty will be considered

on historical items, possibly via Quality Governance Committee.

SR advised that the Well Led Review actions are still underway and that

organisational governance at a high level is nearly there. The committee

structure will come to Board for approval, after coming to Trust Executive

Committee in early November. SR advised that the new proposed Trust

Strategy will be submitted to Board next month.

Positive A&E performance better than the national trend is noted and a

communication piece is being considered. Medical length of stay is in upper

quartile nationally but delayed transfers of care are being worked upon within

the system. A discussion was held on complaint themes and recent incidents

involving patients with mental health issues. Overall the attendance rate is up

3% versus September last year, system pressures might be a factor impacting

crude mortality but the overall position is we are doing better.

SR highlighted patient experience as the overriding quality measure and the

low 1% A&E Friends and Family (FFT) test response rate needs improving.

Formerly text messaging raised the rate and SR seeks a discussion on what

the Trust requires from a patient experience feedback service provider.

MB commented that the Divisional Directors’ updates should be central to the

MW
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Committee’s update and the absence of an update from the Women’s Health

and Paediatrics Division was noted. This matter will be considered further

under separate cover.

137/2017 Performance Review

TS apologised that although the performance paper was submitted it did not

reach BoardPad so was unavailable.

The Trust was compliant with the 62 day cancer standard.

The Trust was non-compliant with the 2-week wait standard and patient

choice is a factor in this along with pressure for demand for diagnostics.

The waiting list rise reflects elective activity closures last Christmas and

delays in new Consultants commencing in post.

Stroke target 4-hour wait remains a multifactorial problem and direct access to

the Hyper-acute Stroke Unit (HASU) is being considered with ambulance to

scanner direct transfer. If practicable this would place the Trust as a sector

lead in the stroke pathway.

138/2017 July Meeting Feedback

Action: A meeting transcript in lieu of minutes is with HM for review. HM

139/2017 SIRI Incident Report

Action: The new SIRI Closed Board report format was highlighted.

Information to support the closure decision is needed.

HM was pleased to hear that clinical staff are now involved in carrying out the

duty of candour. The CCG has been positive about the SIRI reports

submitted by the Trust and the progress made in terms of performance.

Action: Report wording should be changed to avoid using phrases such as

“with hindsight” and “sadly died”. Training is needed on better wording in

source incident entries as the Corporate Quality Team should not adjust the

wording of Datix reports.

Action: SR requires information on characteristics of difference pertaining to

the patient in a SIRI to aid in revealing gaps in knowledge.

Action: HM seeks run charts in SIRI reports and with evidence supporting

learning is embedded.

Demonstrating the Trust is a learning organisation is being progressed by ST.

MW

Safety

Team

Safety

Team

Safety

Team
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Action: W22146 needs information on rationale for closing the incident and a

clearer case summary. Then it can be closed.

A discussion was held on historical unresolved/overdue SIRI actions:

Action: The historical Workforce action preventing a SIRI closure relates to

updating the Temporary Staffing Policy. The updated Policy is going to Trust

Executive Committee (TEC) in November.

Action: The Patient Safety Team is supporting review of historical actions

preventing SIRI closure. MES has responded to this. Divisional Quality Leads

to be offered engagement piece by MW with ST guidance.

HM asked if thematic reviews are done and ST confirmed that thematic

reviews are done annually. SR advised that a corporate review around

governance functions and operations is taking place and we need to use a

quality improvement (QI) approach in our work.

MW

LM

MW/ST

140/2017 QEWS Triangulated Dashboard

The paper on a proposed new QEWS dashboard has not been submitted to

QPC to date.

Action: QEWS dashboard refresh led by Deputy Chief Nurse for the Medical

Director had not resulted in output per SR. ST to lead going forwards and

three months’ minimum time is needed before the proposed new dashboard

can come to QPC.

Current QEWS escalation and actions

SR commented that the data on the current QEWS dashboard is virtually real

time so it is difficult to provide a narrative to current month’s QPC.

QEWS data is currently real-time so a process change was approved with

narrative/actions to be obtained in arrears. New process will be verbal

update on urgent actions for progression, with Divisions to set improvement

actions for notification with progress to the following month’s QPC.

Action: EH to liaise with Divisions to implement new QEWS process.

ST

EH

141/2017 Learning Disability Pathway

Action: The Chair noted that there was no update provided on this item and

the Committee had not received the required report.

RW
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142/2017 Patient Experience Improvement Strategy

Paper noted. SR confirmed that the Trust Strategy will be the Patient

Experience Strategy. No stand-alone Patient Experience Strategy is therefore

required but an action plan will be needed.

143/2017 Regulation report

The report was noted and discussed.

September 2017 focussed CQC inspection

The Care Quality Commission (CQC) carried out a focussed unannounced

visit in September 2017 and some immediate improvements regarding fire

doors were implemented on the day. The Trust was also able to provide

assurance that a wider fire safety piece was already underway.

The Quality Regulation and Improvement Team and the Chief Pharmacist will

be formulating a QI and assurance piece on intravenous medication and

would like to use the Perfect Ward tool to assist with this provided a business

case for funding can be approved in due course. One key area identified so

far has been the adequacy of intravenous medication administration.

Action: ST advised that there is a risk on the Trust Risk Register regarding

Medicines Management training which will be re-defined as a wider risk.

Action: MB commented that there is no known register of insulin use in any

comparable organisation currently and asked that this be included in the

improvement programme. MB kindly offered to help with this.

The Trust Risk Register needs to have a risk regarding intravenous

medication delivery and ST commented that it is there.

Well Led Review

Action: October Board needs a Well Led Review update via an action plan.

SR advised strategic work and governance review needs concluding. KM is

chairing, ST to lead, and per SR Trust will comply with the time frame. TP

commented that it is not acceptable for this work to have taken a year.

ST

Patient

Safety

Team

EH

144/2017 Any Other Business

None

Date of next Meeting

Thursday 16
th

November 2017 11.00 – 13.00, Room 3, Chertsey House


